End-of-line customers choose one system,
one supplier – and full compatibility

One of the unique possibilities with the SOCO SYSTEM product range is the opportunity to build a fully automatic packaging line based on modules from the same manufacturer.

SOCO SYSTEM distinguishes itself from
other suppliers by handling everything
from case erecting to pallet securing
in the packaging process – all from
‘the same kitchen’ according to the
philosophy.
By Ebbe Fischer
After 59 years, SOCO SYSTEM has a strong position
on the market with a complete end-of-line system.
A system that consists of seven product groups
that can be combined in different solutions from
one-man packaging stations to fully automatic
packaging lines.
As an example, the product group Case Sealers
consist of 12 different case sealers with both semiand fully automatic models. For the past 50 years,
more than 140,000 case sealers have been produced
in the factory in Nykøbing Mors, Denmark.
Flexible building blocks
Marketing Director Ole Bergstein says that SOCO
SYSTEM product modules can be compared to building blocks for adults. “You can start wherever the
initial need emerges, and then you can extend and
build upon the system as the need changes” he
says.
The company’s design, development, and production are rooted in Denmark and based on the latest
and most up-to-date technology.
”Everything is compatible and produced to fit together - there are spare parts for the entire life of a
product, which has proved to be long.

Daily we receive requests for spare parts for machines that have been in operation more than 25 years”
Ole Bergstein says. He adds that there is a desire to
deliver and to service quality solutions. “Solutions
for both packaging and in-house logistics that can
provide customers with a competitive advantage
as well as a better physical work environment”.
Automation and ergonomics
According to Ole Bergstein, a global trend focusing
on automation and the elimination of strenuous
work – for example heavy lifting and repetitive
movements – has been a contributing factor to a
full order book.
“I am experiencing that we as a company are very
privileged in these difficult times influenced by
Corona and other challenges. At the moment, the
volume of orders is actually greater than we have
experienced in years”.
End users and partners
“Over the years, our products have become an endof-line solution for many production companies in
Denmark, Scandinavia, Europe – and actually all
over the world”, Ole Bergstein elaborates. “Integrators, project companies, and OEMs often also use
our product modules in their solutions. Typically,
we provide equipment for the basic end-of-line
flow of the production line. And our modules are
ready to be integrated with specialized free arm robots, cobots, agvs, and much more”.
At socosystem.com you can make an account and
request access to an online product configurator,
where all company products can be downloaded in
3D.

ABOUT SOCO SYSTEM:
SOCO SYSTEM was founded in 1961 and is
based on a philosophy that has made the
company one of the global market leaders
when in development, production, and
marketing of a wide, modular, end-of-line
product range for conveying and handling
of retail- and shipment packaging as well as
pallets.
Read more on www.socosystem.com

SOCO SYSTEM’s compact palletising robot at Arla Foods in
Gjesing Denmark only takes up a bit more space than a single
pallet. The touch screen and software ensure first class userfriendliness, which for example makes it quick to calculate
new and improved pallet patterns or change existing ones.
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Everything is
compatible and
produced to fit together
- and there are spare
parts for the entire life
of a product, which has
proved to be long.
Ole Bergstein, SOCO SYSTEM
The end-of-line products range from one-man packaging stations to fully automatic packaging lines – the illustration on the right
shows a system at an international company in the food industry.

